Equipment was designed and constru cted for measuring the spec tral e mittan ce of polycrystalline ceramic oxide specimens in the wavelength region 1 to 15 J-L and at temperatures of 1200, 1400, and 1600 O K. Specimens co nsis ted of small hollow cylinders that were rotated at 100 rpm in a furnace cavity equipped with a water-cooled viewing port. Emittances were determined by comparing the radiance of the specime n to that of a blac kbody at the same te mp erature.
Introduction
Knowledge of the spectral emittance 1 of ceramic oxides at high temperatures is important, not only because of the many potential space applications for materials Qf this ~ype, but <!-lso to obtain an improved understanding of the thermal emission mechanism in solids. Several investigators have made spectral emittance measurements on oxide materials; however, wide variations in the data are evident, especially in the shorter wavelength regions.
The lack of better agreement may be due , at least in part, to certain measurement problems that exist when determining the emittance of ceramic specimens. Three of the more important of these problems are (A) Temperature gradients in specimens. Sizable temperature gradients are generated when a stationary ceramic oxide specimen is heated to a high temperature in such a way that it is free to radiate from an exposed s urface. These gradients, which result from the low thermal conductivity of the material, create serious measurement problems. The radiation emitted from a ceramic oxide specimen originates not only from the outermost surface layer, as it does for metals, but also from volume elements at appreciable distances below the surface_ Hence , when a gradient is present it becomes virtually impossible to assign a unique temperature to the source of the emitted radiation, and without a knowledge of this temperature, a reliable emittance measurement becomes impossible.
(B) Extraneous reflected radiation. Polycrystalline ceramic specimens are known to reflect thermal radiation diffusely rather than specularly. This means that any thermal radiation striking the viewed area of the specimen, regardless of the angle of incidence, will be diffusely reflected with some of it entering the specimen beam to give high values of emittance. Thus, unless elaborate precautions are taken to exclude this diffusely reflecte d radiation , for instance from furnace walls , measurements can be high by sizable amounts. This source of error becomes especially critical with ceramic specimens in the shorter wavelength regions where reflectance often exceeds 0.90.
(C) Extraneous transmitted radiation. Many single crvstal oxides, such as sapphire, have a very high transmittance for raaiation in the near infrared. However, when the same oxides are finely ground and then bonded by high temperature sintering, the material becomes less transparent because of internal scattering effects (multiple internal reflections at interfaces) and in this way it is sometimes possible to prepare polycrystalline specimens that will be substantially opaque to radiation in the near infrared at thicknesses as low as 1f4 in. If the specimen to be measured is not opaque, then serious errors will I As used in .thi s paper, emi tt ance is th e ratio of energy rad iated by a specim e n pe r unit time and pe r unit area to th at from a blac kbody at the sam e t em pe r a ture and under the same condition s. The conditions refer to the geometric and spectral distribution of th e radiated e nergy. result due to r adiation from the furnace enclosure passing through the specimen and entering the specimen beam.
A rotating specimen method was chosen for the investigation describe d herein, since this approach minimizes temperature gradients in specimens. The present report begins by describing the earlier applications of this method. Subsequent sections include a description of the eq uipment and the measurement procedure, a detaile d discussion of errors, and, finally , the results of spectral measurements for polycrystalline specimens of alumina, thoria, magnesia, and zirconia at 1200, 1400, al).d 1600 oK.
The investigation was conducted at the National Bureau of Standards. Howe ver, it was carried forward under the sponsorship and with the finan cial assistance of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Rotating Specimen Method

. Selection of Method
A review of earlier me thods used to meas ure the emittance of nonme tals indicated that one of the best approaches for reducing te mpera ture gradients in a ceramic specimen to workable levels is to move the heated specimen past a water-cooled viewing port. In this way, a freshly heated surface of the material is continuously arriving at the port for measurement. If the movement is sufficiently rapid, a thermal equilibrium is approached in which temperature gradients in the specimen approach minimal values.
The moving specimen concept was first introduced by Fery in 1902 [1) . 2 In his measurements, and also in those made by Michaud [2] and Pattison [3] , cylindrical specimens were rotated while being heated in a gas flame. The ratio of the radiant flux from the surface to that from a hole placed axially at the center of the specimen was then taken as the emittance. No viewing port was used . In other measurements, specimens were rotated in a furnace cavity that was equipped with a water-cooled viewing port. McMahon [4] , Slemp and Wade [5] , and Olsen and Katz [6] , all used a semicircular disk-s haped specimen that was rotated in front of a viewing port so that blackbody radiation from the furnace struck the detector for one-half the cycle, and the detector saw radiation from the specimen for the remaining onehalf cycle. Both McMahon [4] and Olsen and Katz [6] arranged for the periodic insertion of a watercooled shutter behind the specimen so that it was possible, at least in theory, to determine the transmittance of the specimen material. Folweiler [7] described a rotating cylinder apparatus, which incorporated solid cylindrical specimens with a "V " groove posi tio ned aro und the circ umference to serve as a reference blackbody. The specimens were heated in a fu rnace with silicon carbide heating e le· ments . A water-cooled vi ewing port was used.
In measurements made by Clayton [8] a horizontal disk· shaped specimen was rotated in a carbon-reo sistance furnace that was equipped with separate wa te r-cooled viewing ports for detecting radiation from both the s pecimen and the furnace enclosure. The specimen sighting tube could be moved to two positions. In the first position, the region behind the viewed portion was the hot furnace e nclosure, and in the second, it was a water· cooled baffle. Here, again, the aim was to measure both e mittance a nd transmittance.
A careful consideration of the possible errors and of the expected experimental difficulties inherent in each of the se methods resulted in the selection for the present measurements of a rotating-cylinder approach with a separate blackbody. Briefly stated, the method consisted of rotating a hollow cylindrical specimen, approximately 1 in in diameter by I-in high with 3hs-in thick walls, in a wire-wound furnace equipped with a water·cooled viewing port. Spectral emittance measurements were then made with a double-beam spectrophotometer by comparing the radiance of the rotating specimen to that of a blackbody at the same temperature.
An earlier description of the measurement method has been published [9] . However, only preliminary data at one temperature (1200 OK) where given at that time. Also, there was no systematic analysis of errors, since this phase of the investigation had not been completed at the time of the earlier publication .
.. Rotational Speed of Specimens
A theoretic al analysis of periodic heat flow in a specimen rotating before a viewing port, performed as a firs t phase of the study, has been published by Peavy and Eubanks [10] . The analysis showed that at low rotational speeds the surface temperature of a specimen at the center of the viewing port op ening will be substa ntially lower than the temperature of the thermocouple in the specimen cavity. However, thi s difference will decrease with increasing speed. The s peed at which the differen ce will b eco me negligibly small will de pend on system geometry, thermal properties of the specimen material, and a derived average heat flux for the portion of the cycle during whic h a point on the specimen is being heated by the furnace.
Thi s analytical treatment may be used to compute the r otational speed required to red uce radial te mperature gradients in the specim en to acce ptable levels . However, since reliable thermal property data are not presently available for the specimen materials, such com putations can be of only limited value. Therefore, in the present work, the minimum permissible s peed of rotation was determin ed experimentally by first rotating a specimen at a very low s peed and measuring its emittance at 1.4 f-t.3 As the speed was increased, the indicated emittance at 1.4 f-t continu ed to ri se until a point was reached where furth er increases in speed caused no further increase in t he meas ured e mittance. For the materials s tudi ed in thi s re port, the maximum value of emittan ce was reac hed at abo ut 50 rpm. However, as an added ins urance again st possibl e errors, actual e mittance meas ure me nts were made at 100 rpm. Figure 1 is a sche matic drawing of the specimen fur· nac e. The high-temperature alumina core s ur· rounding the specime n was wound with 0.032·in-diam platinum-40 percent rhodium wire. The winding was continuou s to the edges of the rectangular opening th a t was c ut into the core to permit e ntrance of the viewi ng port. A booster winding of th e same wire positioned on the outer alumina core, as indicated in the figure, was use d to co mp ensate for the large heat losses at the cente r.
Equipment
.1. Specimen Furnace
Th e water·cooled vi e win g port was machined from copper, and its inner s urface was c urved to th e same radiu s as th e s pecimen . A shield of platinum foil, 0.002·in thic k, s urrounded the outer s urfaces of the port, including th e ed ges that faced the specime n. This helped to thermally isolate th e viewing port from th e furn ace interior. The inner s urfaces of the vi ewin g port a nd the portion of the platinum shield neares t the speci men were blac ke ned to minimize th e possibili ty of errors from re fl ected radiation. The openin g at the inner e nd of th e port was Vs·in wide by 112·i n hi gh.
The specim e n s were pre pared so as to be cylindri· cal to ±O.002 in. The alumin a s upport tube ( fig. 1 ) was s urface ground to this same tolerance. The spin· dIe was drive n by a Vs HP motor that was coupled to a gear redu cer. With the arrangeme nt used , the rotation of the specime n could be adjusted to any speed in the range 1 to 300 rpm.
The design of th e furnace s hell was s uch that the furnace could be ope rate d in an inert atmosphe re, as well as in air. Glass·metal seals were used for power leads and " O"-ring seals were used for the shell ends, as well as for a sodium chloride viewing windows. The thrust bearings were designed to provide a reasonably gas-tight seal at the point where the spindle shaft entered the shell. Although this controlled-atmosphere feature had been incorporated into the d esign, all measure ments included in this report were made in air with no windows. Also, although the furnace was capable of being operated at 1800 O K, no measurements were made a t thi s te rn· perature, because of t e mperature control diffic ulties (see sec. 3.3). on 3 RTil~~~~~~e a:nw~~~fe~':r\~srbe~~~wlheen e~~~~;,mp e;a ka~1 b~~~1kb~dd/r!di~t:~~. grft':!~I~~~~J Axial temperature gradients in the specimens were reduced to low values by adjusting the power to the booster coil. The gradients were measured by sighting a micro-optical pyrometer on a rotating specimen through the viewing port. With the settings used, no te mperature difference from top to bottom was observed fo r any of the specimens at 1200 oK. At 1400 oK, the top may have been as much as 2 oK higher than the bottom, while at 1600 oK, the top was as much as 6 oK higher. The precision to which the pyrom. eter could be read was about 2 oK. The specimen thermocouple was located in the cel ter of the specimen cavity and was shielded from fu rnace radiation as shown in figure 1. Figure 2 is a schematic of the blac kbody furnace. Two of these were re quired in the me asurement system, and both were made to be as nearly identical as possible. T he inner cavity of the furnaces was formed of fused alumina bonded with 20 perc'ent by weight of a calcium aluminate cement. This mixture, which sets hydraulically, was mixed with 17.5 percent by weight of water and vibrated into a greased plaster mold. The mold was made by using an alumina core as a pattern ; a brass mandrel was positioned at the center of the mold to form the outline of the cavity. After allowing 20 hr for curing, the core was removed from the mold, dried in an oven for 24 hr, and then heated to 1925 oK for 1 hr. It was later wound with 0.032-in-diam platinum-40 percent rhodium resistance wire.
Blackbody Furnaces a . Details of Construction
An alumina disk with a l/2-in by lis-in center slit was placed over the front end of the cavity to reduce heat losses by radiation. The viewing port was formed with mullite wool, over which was placed a thin layer of alumina cement. The shaping of the port was facilitated by use of a tapered aluminum mandrel that was mac hined especially for the purpose.
All furnace thermocouples (including the one for the specimen furnace) were made of 0.020-in-diam Pt:Pt-lO percent Rh wire that had been calibrated by the Temperature Physics Laboratory at the National Bureau of Standards. Two-hole alumina tubing was used to insulate the leads. This tubing was inserted into an alumina sleeve that was cemented into the core so that when the thermocouple was inserted, it would be nearly flush with the side wall of the cavity. With this arrangement, the spectrophotometer did not "see" the thermocouple bead, but rather was "looking" at the back of the cavity , which was largely isothermal. Of course , no important deviation from blackbody co nditions would result from the presence of the thermocouple at the center of the cavity if the cavity was isothermal and if there was no separation between the alumina sleeving and the thermocouple tubing. However, a small clearance was present, and this clearance showed up as a tiny dark crescent when looking into the heated cavity. The presence of a dark area of this type was undesirable, in that it would tend to generate low flux readings.
The alumina core material has a low emittance in the wavelength region 1 to 5 /L Inasmuch as the cavity emittance depends, in part, on th e emittance of the walls, it was desirable to line the cavi ty with a coating that would have a high emittance at the short, as well as the long wavelengths. The coating developed for thi s purpose co nsisted of black ni ckel oxi de (NitO;l) bonded with 7.5 percent by weight of Florid a kaolin. This coating was prepared as a coating slip a nd applied at a thi ckness of about 0.005 in to the inner wall surfaces of the cavity by a dippi ng operation.
The core was th en heated to 1850 oK for I hr , to bond the coating to the alumina. The spectral emittance of a cylindrical s peci men of the core material coated in this way was found to be above 0.875 at all wavelengths from 1 to 15 I-t when measured at 1200 oK. H ence, the lowest possible cavity emittance at any wavelength fro m 1 to 15 I-t was 0.990 when co mputed by an expression derived by Gouffe [11] . This expression assumes that the walls are diffusely re fl ecting and that the cavity is isothermal. The expression has been shown to predict slightly low values of emittance for cavities with large depth-to-diameter ratios [12] .
b. Temperature Gradients in Blackbody Furnaces
Several furnace designs were tested early in the study in an attempt to minimize te mperature differences wi thin the cavity. To test for gradients, a Pt: Pt-lO percent Rh thermocouple made with 0.010-indiam wire was inserted into the viewing port and moved 397 from front to back with the hot junction within Vs in of the interior wall. A record was made of the response at each position. In almost all cases , the indicated wall temperature near the center of the cavity was higher than at either end. In some instances, power was shunted from the central region of the furnace windings, while in other tests, varying numbers of turns were omitted from the heater coil. The final configuration was that shown in figure 2. No shunts were used and four loops were omitted in the central region. With this arrangement, temperature probing revealed that the cavity walls near the back were colder than those in the center by the amounts indicated below. 4 Approximate cavity temperature O K 1200 1400 1600
The presence of these gradients was a potential source of error in the measurements because of (a) uncertainty in determining the temperature to assign to the "blackbody" radiation, and (bJ-deviations from the Planck distribution of energy caused by the nonisothermal conditions. Naturally, it would be desirable if the spectral distribution of radiated energy, E(A), was proportional to the Planck function, W(A,T) ;
i.e., E(A) = Ecav.W(A,T). It was not immediately evident, however, that any single temperature could be assigned to the nonisothermal cavity. Temperatures that might be considered are the temperature of a thermocouple placed in the center of the cavity, the temperature of the back wall of the cavity, or the temperature indicated by an optical pyrometer sighted on the mouth of the cavity. This latter temperature was selected, since it represented the temperature of a perfect blackbody whose radiance at 0.65 fL was the same as that of the nonisothermallaboratory furnace. A theoretical analysis is presented in appendix A to show that when a radiance match is achieved at 0.65 fL then the spectral distribution Df radiated energy can be approximated by a Planck function over the 1 to 15 fL range with no more than a 0.5 percent error.
The procedure used for positioning the furnace thermocouple so that its response would agree with the temperature measured with a calibrated optical pyrometer was as follows:
(1) The furnace was first heated to the desired operating temperature and allowed to stabilize.
(2) A micro-optical pyrometer was then sighted at the front opening of the furnace and the "optical" temperature of the furnace cavity was determined.
(3) The furnace thermocouple was next moved to a position where its response indicated the same temperature as that measured with the optical pyrometer. This position was always within 1 in of the rear wall of the cavity.
(4) Finally, a mark was placed on the thermocouple tubing at the back of the furnace shell so that the positioning of the junction could be duplicated in subsequent determinations at the same test temperature. This positioning was checked periodically to be certain that no changes in the temperature behavior of the furnace had occurred.
The calibration procedure as outlined needed to be applied to only one blackbody furnace. The position of the thermocouple in the second blackbody furnace could then be adjusted by noting the shape of the spectral curve that compared the energy from these two furnaces (100 percent line, see sec. 4). At long wavelengths, small temperature differenc es between the furnaces lead to negligible difference s in energy content of the two beams, but at short wavelengths they had a pronounced effect. Thus, if the 100 percent curve was higher at 1 fL than at, say, 9 fL, it indicated that furnace No.2 was at a higher temperature than the r efere nce blackbody (No.1). The thermocouple in No.1 was then move d to a position where it indicated a lower t e mperature. The automatic control equipment would then lower the temperature of No.2 until it matched that of No.1 and a new spectral curve was dete rmine d . This procedure was repeated until a fiat 100 percent line was obtained. When this condition was achieved, the furnace No.1 was at the same effective temperature as No. 2 in that it was supplying an equivalent flux to the spectrophotometer.
Temperature Control System
A djfferential the rmocouple control system similar to that described by Harrison et al. [13] , was used to maintain temperature differences of less than 1 OK between blackbody No.1 and either the specimen furnace or blackbody No.2. The No. 1 furnace was controlled, in turn, by a separate temperature controller , which maintained its temperature to ± 0.5 oK.
A double-pole, double-throw switch was used for switching the differential thermocouple controller from blackbody No.2 to the specimen furnace.
The differe ntial thermocouple controller was a ctuated by the difference in signal between the thermocouple in blackbody furnace No. 1 and the thermocouple in either blackbody No.2 or the specimen furnace. This signal was amplified by a doc amplifier and fed to a center-zero recorder-controller. The output of the recorder-controller, which was proportional to the temperature difference between the two furnaces, was fed to a current-actuating mechanism that provided three types of current control. One type was proportional to the input signal, a second to the first
. Block diagram of temperat ure control equipment
Cont roll e r is act uated by signal from differentiaJ Ih ermo('ollole.
time derivative of th e input signal , and a third selec ted the frequ e ncy at which th e firs t correction was repeate d . Th e output from this c urre nt actuating device was fed to the coil of a satura ble-core reactor , which the n varied th e powe r input to eith er blackbody No.2 or the specime n furn ace, so as to brin g th e te mperature into agreement with th e reference blackbody (No.1). A bloc k diagram of the te mperature control equip· me nt is shown in fi gure 3. Th e syste m gave almost trouble-free ope ration at 1200, 1400, and 1600 oK. However , at 1800 oK, it becam e largely inoperative because of excessive noise in the thermocouple signaL This may have originated from electrical leakage through the alumina core mate rial , who se electrical co nductivity becomes appreciable at these ve ry high te mpe ratures. For this reaso n, no meas urem ents at 1800 oK were possible , even though all of the furnaces could be operated at this temperature.
TRANSFER OPTICS
Spectrophotometer and Transfer Optics
A double· beam infrared spectrophotometer with a sodium chloride prism was used for obtaining the radian ce co mparisons. This instrument , which utilizes a choppe r operating at 10 Hz, was modified to operate from 1 to 15 J.L rather than in th e intended 2 to 16·J.L range. A second modifi cation con sis ted of red ucin g the angle of the attenuator·comb in th e refe re n ce bea m from blackbody No.1, so that the maximum opening of th e com b did not exceed the height of the furnace apertures. This required only a small reduction in th e co mb a ngle.
The double-beam optical syste m of th e in str um ent was used for all meas ure ments. Whe n operating in thi s mode, the spectrophotometer achieves a null balance through use of the aforementioned mechanically·drive n attenuator, or co mb , in the reference beam. A recorder pen, coupled mechanically to the comb, permits the ratio of the radiances of the two beams to be continuously recorded with respect to wavelength. In all measurements reported herein, the instrument was set to scan the 1-to 15-JL range in 16 min.
Prior to using the instrument, the source optic s were removed and replaced with the transfer optic s shown schematically in figure 4 . The off-axis angle of the two spherical mirrors was approximately 5°. Figure 5 is a photograph of the equipment in operation.
Calibration for Linearity of Response
The response of the modified instrument to known attenuations of flux in the specimen beam was determined through use of sectored-disk attenuators. To conduct this test both blackbodies were first adjusted to some tempe rature in the range 1200 to 1600 oK. A sectored-disk attenuator was then inserted into the specimen beam and rotated at high speed (greater than 500 rpm). Six disks were used with measured transmi ssion factors of 75. 1,50.1,25.3,12.7, and 5.1 percent, respec tively. The res ulting spectral curves, which were found to be re producible to within the precision of me as ureme nt , showed that the instrument response was always lowe r than the actual beam atte nuation. This lowering was the sam e at all wavele ngths . Wide variations in disk speed above 500 rpm had no effect on the instrument response, whi c h s howed th at resonance coupling between the chopper and attenuator was not affecting the results.
Since no method could be devised to restore linearity to the modified instrument, a correc tion c urve ( fig. 6 ) was prepared. This curve was then used to correct the spectral emittances that were obtained by the procedure outlined in section 4. The dashed line in figure 6 shows the type of behavior expe cted from an instrument with a completely linear response . Dashed lin e show s type of behavior de sired of an in strument Ginear re sponse).
Measurement Procedure
In making a determination, a specimen was first placed on the top of the refractory pedestal, carefully centered, and then fixed in position with high-temperature alumina cement. This centering and mounting operation was performed outside the furnace with the aid of a specially prepared jig. After the mounting had been completed, the pedestal was inserted into the furnace from the bottom and carefully positioned radially by a screw adjustment of the bottom flange, so that the specimen rotated at an average distance of 0.010 in from the inner face of the viewing port. The separation distance was measured optically by a telescope with a calibrated reticle. The telescope was sighted through the top of the furnace tube while the furnace was at approximately 1400 oK. Specimen wobble did not exceed ± 0.005 in.
After positioning of the specimen was completed, the top insulation was replaced, the motor drive was started, and the specimen was brought to a rotational speed of 100 rpm . The controller on blackbody No.1 was then adjusted to 1600 O K and the differential thermocouple controller actuated to bring blackbody No.2 to the same temperature. As soon as the temperatures had equilibrated, the flux from blackbody No.2 was compared to that from blackbody No. 1 by scanning from 1 to 15 11-. The resulting curve, a representative section of which is shown in figure 7 , was termed the 100 percent line. Next, the beam from blackbody No. 2 was blocked, and a second curve was obtained on the same chart paper. This is the zero line shown in figure 7 .
After the zero line had been obtained; the automatic control was switched to the specimen furnace the movable mirror (see fig. 4 ) was shifted to the specimen posItIOn, and after an equilibrium condition had been attained a specimen curve was plotted, again on the sa me c hart paper. Curves s uch as those s hown , in part, in figure 7 represent raw data for one determination at one temperature. To transform these data to an actual or true spectral e mittance curve for the specimen, two operation s were performed:
(1) The height of the specimen curve at preselected wavele ngth s was obtained as a ratio of the respective heights of tlie zero and 100 percent lines. Stated ma th ematically, if Z).. is the height of the zero line, S).. the height of the specim en curve, and H).. the height of the 100 percent line, then E)..;, the uncorrected or "indicated" e mittance, is (1) 401 Values (or E )..; were, in most cases, obtained at inter-
The values for E)..i were next converted to true or actual emittances, E).. through use of the calibration curve shown in figure 6 . These values were then plotted against wavelength to obtain the curves shown in later sections of the report.
In all data reported herein, measurements on each specimen were made first a,t 1600 OK, next at 1400 O K, and finally at 1200 OK; all three measurements being made during a single working day. Three specimens of each type were measured, and two co mpletely independen t determinations were made on each specimen. These duplicate determinations on the same specimen were always made on different working days, and in each case, the specimen had been removed from the furnace between the first and second series of measurements.
Discussion of Errors
Transfer Optics
An important consideration in the design of any double beam system is the requirement of complete optical equivalence of the two beams. Failure to meet this requirement would cause inflections in the spectral curves due to differential absorption by the atmosphere or by the mirrors in the system. In the present study the use of the two blackbodies to obtain a 100 percent line provided a convenient means to check for these effects.
a. Atmospheric Absorption
In most double-beam infrared spectrophotometers, no irregularities are observed when scanning through the absorption bands for carbon dioxide and water vapor, since the flux attenuation is the same for both beams. However, the flux available for measurement drops off drastically at the major absorption bands. In the present measurements, no appreciable inflec· tion in the curve was observed at the strong water absorption band at 2.7 IL, since at this wavelength there was apparently sufficient energy in the beams to allow the instrument to compensate for the sudden change in flux. At longer wavelengths, however, there was considerably less energy in the beams, and whenever the instrument scanned through the strong absorption band for carbon dioxide at 4.2 IL, a small discontinuity in the curve was observed. However, since this represented a deficiency of the instrument rather than an abrupt change in specimen emittance, a smooth curve was drawn through the minor inflection at 4.2 f.L. Any error resulting from this procedure would be extremely small and would apply to this one wavelength only.
b. Preferential Mirror Absorption
A thin protective layer of silicon oxide was present on the aluminum front surface mirrors procured for the transfer optics in the present equipment. Coating layers of this type normally consist of mixtures of such compounds as SiO, Si02, and Si20:l , all of which have absorption bands in the 8-to lO-IL region [14] .
The presence of the silicon oxide layer on the mirrors would have no appreciable effect on the measurements if (a) the same number of mirrors were in both optical paths, (b) the coating thicknesses were the same on all mirrors, and (c) the respective beams struck the mirrors at the same angle for the determination of both the 100 percent and specimen curves. Unfortunately, this last requirement was not fulfilled since the beam from blackbody No.1 strikes the plane mirror D (see fig. 4 ) at an angle of incidence of g' while the beams from blackbody No. 2 and from the specimen strike the mirror E at angles of 19° and 32°, respec· tively. These differences in angle caused different attenuations in the respective beams at the wavelengths where the silicon oxide layer is highly absorbing but not at other wavelengths.
Because of this differential absorption effect, all 100 percent lines and specimen curves showed a small dip in the 8 to 10 IL region. The emittance curves included in this report have been smoothed out over the 8· to 10-IL region. Since this smoothing operation is equivalent to taking no data points in this region, the emittances indicated on the curves at both 8.5 IL and at 9 IL have greater uncertainty than those at other wavelengths.
Extraneous Transmitted and Reflected Radiation
In the paragraphs which follow, an attempt is made to place an upper limit on the magnitude of the errors that can arise due to extraneous radiation , i.e., energy which contributes to the radiance of the specimen beam but does not originate at the specimen .
a. Nonopacity of Specimen Wall
As mentioned in the introduction, many polycrystal· line ceramic oxide specimens are partially transparent to radiation in the visible and the near infrared. Hence, when measuring emittance, if the specimen wall is not sufficiently thick to be opaque, energy from within the specimen cavity will pass through the speci· men wall and enter the specimen beam. Since with the present measurement method this energy will approximate blackbody radiation, high emittance readings will result unless the wall thickness is sufficient to provide the required opacity.
Earlier work had suggested that a wall thickness of 3hs in would be adequate for the particular materials selected for study [9] . However, to be certain that the 3hs-in thickness was sufficient in all cases, specimens with 5hs-in walls were also measured. If the emittances were the same for both, then it would be almost posItive evidence that the transmittance through the 3hs·in wall was too small to cause an error.
Tests of this type were made for each material. The agreement between specimens with 3/ls-in and sh6-in-thick walls was, in each case, within the precision of measurement; hence, it was concluded that there was no measurable error from wall transmission when the specimens with 3hs-in-thick walls were used.
b. Furnace Radiation Reflected Into Specimen Beam
The purpose of the water-cooled viewing port in the specimen furnace is to reduce extraneous flux, both emitted and reflected, from entering the specimen beam. Emitted flux is reduced to an insignificant level by water-cooling the walls of the port. To dimin· ish reflected flux, however, the specimen must rotate in close proximity to the inner face of the port; other· wise, as illustrated in figure 8 , flux from the furnace walls will strike the face of the specimen and be diffusely reflected into the specimen beam thereby giving high values of emittance.
It was recognized early in the investigation that large errors could result if sizeable separations were permitted between specimen and viewing port [15] . A theoretical computation of errors caused by various separations was not feasible because of uncertainties in (a) the local furnace wall temperatures, and (b) the optical properties of the specimens. Thus an attempt was made to arrive at their magnitude experimentally. The experiment consisted of determining the indicated emittance of various specimens at carefully measured distances of separation . To accomplish this, a screw adjustment was incorporated on the brass flange at the bottom of th e specim en furnace. By turning this screw, the rotating pedestal could be moved in known increments toward or away from the viewing port. A microscope with a calibrated reticle was used to measure the distance of separation to ±0.00l in.
To evaluate the effect of separation distance, the specimen was first brought to a temperature near 1400 O K with the microscope mounted above the top furnace opening. Next, the specimen was moved forward so that the average separation between the surface of th e specimen and the viewing port was 0.010 in. fn all of these particular tests , specimen wobble was less than ± 0.002 in. After completing the distance ·measurement, the microscope was moved out of position, the top cover reinserted, the furnace temperature allowed to s tablize ; and a spectral curve determined. Then, by adjusting the calibrated screw, the specimen was moved back from the viewing port in known increments. After each step, the emittance was determined at certain selected wavelengths. Finally, when the limit of travel of the adjusting screw had been reached, the microscope was again used to verify the final separation distance.
The first measurements of this kind were made with a polished platinum specimen. As might be predicted, no change occurred with separation distance, since all wall radiation that stru c k the viewed area of the specimen was specularly reflected away from the viewing port and did not enter the specimen beam.
When the same platinum specimen was grit-blasted, however, its surface became a partially diffuse reflector and the measured emittance was no longer insensitive to separation distance. This is illustrated by the solid curves in figure 9 . At each of the four wavelengths, the rate of change of measured emittance with distance decreased as the distance approached zero. In fact , the shape of the curves suggests that if all measurements had been made with a separation of 0.01 in, whi c h is as small as was practical with the present system, th e meas ure d value s would be high by no more than about 0.005 in e mittan ce. . Platinum, like other metals, is s ubstantially opaque to radiation in the 1-to 1511-region. This means that the reflection occurs at or very near the surface. In the case of polycrystalline ceramics, however, reflection occurs largely by internal scattering. Flux striking the surface can penetrate to appreciable distances and then reemerge, after multiple internal reflections, at a point on the surface that may be appreciably separated from the point where it entered. This particular reflection behavior is believed to be responsible for the type of results obtained with the ceramic oxide specimens. The data for an alumina specimen plotted as dashed lines in figure 9 are typical. It will be noted that the rate of change of measured emittance with distance is largely unchanged as the specimen approaches the viewing port. This behavior at least implies that even if a zero separation was possible, radiation from the furnace walls would still be penetrating the s urface at some di stan ce from the viewing port and then ree mergin g at the port to e nter the specim e n beam. However, when emittances as low as 0.04 (Alumina, 2 11-, 1200 O K)
were measured, it see ms unlikely that they co uld be high by more than 0.02, notwithstanding any co mpensating errors. Various attempts were made either to eliminate or precisely evaluate the magnitude of this error, but none were s uccessful.
Errors From Temperature Uncertainties
The comparison method of measuring emittance requires that the specimen and blackbody furnaces all be maintained at the same temperature. If this condition is not fulfilled, an error is introduced that is dependent upon (a) the magnitude of the temperature difference, (b) the wavelength, and (c) the test temperature. Since the thermocouples were prepared from wires taken from the same spools and were checked periodically, and since the controller maintained the thermocouples at the same temperature to within better than 1.0 OK, no sizeable error from temperature difference would be expected unless the thermocouples failed to indicate the "true" temperatures of the specimen and the reference blackbody.
With a specimen speed of 100 rpm, the analysis described in section 2 indicated that since radial gradients are small, the specimen thermocouple sho uld be in close agreement with the specimen te mperature and, hence, no important error should result from this source.
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FIGURE 9. Effect of distance of specimen from viewing port on measured emittance of grit-blasted platinum specimen (solid lines) and a polycrystalline alumina specimen (dashed lines).
as shown in appendix A, when the thermocouple is located so that its response agrees with an optical pyrometer sighted on the cavity, the distribution of radiated flux at 1 fL differs from a Planck distribution by less than 1/2 percent at 1200 OK The size of thi s error decreases with both increasing temperature and wavelength. If the true emittance of the specimen was 0.10, the n an error of the magnitude discuss ed above would change the measured emittance by only 0_0005, a completely negligible quantity_ From the foregoing disc ussion it follows that any uncertainty in temperature measurements will depend primarily upon the accuracy and precision of the optical pyrometer used for positioning the thermocouple_ Since the instrument had been carefully calibrated and periodically checked by the National Bureau of Standards T emperature Physics Section, it is unlikely that the combined uncertainty due to inaccuracy of the pyrometer and imprecision introduced by the operator would exceed ± 5 O K At wavelength A, temperature T, and uncertainty dT, a sample whose true emittance was Et would appear to have an emittance Em given by (2) where W(A, T) is the Planck function_ Dividing both numerator and denominator by W(A, T) one obtains 1 1
EtW(A, T) Em= W(A, T+dT) W(A, T)+dW
where the factor F = F(A T) relating d; to d; is a tabulated function [16] _ For the purpose of estimating errors it is more useful to have the true e mittan ce in term s of a measured value_ Thus eq (3) is written Et = Em ( 1 + F dFJ (4) If th e uncertainty in tem perature is ± 5 O K at T = 1200 O K and A=2 fL, then F=6_2 and
Thus, a sample whose meas ured emittan ce was 0_050 would b e in error by no more than Et-EI1l=± 0_026 X 0_050 =± 0_001 3_ Similarly, if the measured e mittance was 0_30 at 2 fL and 1200 O K, the error would be Ec-E",=± 0.0078. The fun c tion F is a monotoni cally decreasing function of the produ ct AT; emittance , on 404 the oth e r h and , gene rally inc reases. The n et res ult is that errors of thi s type are not gr eatly influ e nced b y c hanges in either wavelength or tempe rature .
Th e effect of a te mpe rature gradient along the axis of the specim e n may be treated in muc h the sa me way. As pointed out in section 3.1 this gradi e nt a mounts to little more than 5 O K so that so me sort of "average" te mperature T' may be assigned to th e s pecim e n. When thi s is done , it then becomes possible to a pproxi· mate th e flux from the sp ecim e n, N( ' A ), by El W('A,T') with very little error. Only if the the rmoco uple bead was located a t the extre me top or bottom of the speci· men cavity , would its te mperature differ from T ' by eve n 3 oK. Since the bead is carefully position ed in the center of the viewed area, it is reasonable to as· s ume, on the b asis of the previous disc ussion , that any e rror s from te mperature differe nces whi ch may exist along the axis of th e specime n are negli gible.
. Random Error of Measurement
When e~pressed in terms of emittance, the pooled estimate, Sw, of the s tandard deviation due to random error of measurement a t 'A= 2 I.t was 0.00427. (Sw is the root mean square value for the Sw's tabulated in table 3 ). This estimate is based on two co mple tely independent measurements at eac h of three te mpera· tures on three polycrystalline ceramic oxide specim ens of three different materials. 5 In effect , thi s standard deviation is an index to the reproducibility of the meas· urement, and takes into consideration such fac tors as the ability to mount the specimen on its pedes tal with a minimum amo unt of wobble , the a bility to mount eac h s pecimen at the same distance fro m the viewin g port, and the ability to return th e blackbody thermo· co uple s to the proper position each time the te mpera· ture is c hanged. It also considers the re producibility of the spectrophotometer, the precision with which the data are read from "the c harts and corrected for line· arity, the day·to·day variation s in moisture conten t of the air and num ero us oth er variables which co uld affect the reproducibility of the measurements; and fin ally, its value is influ enced by th e stability of the specime n s, i.e., their ability to resist chan ges caused by the high temperatures (see sec. 6.2c).
More importa nt , h owever, is the fact that pooled estimates of the s tand ard deviation due to meas ure· ment error, lik e the on e a bove, may be used to es tablish a confidence interval for the true averages corre· sponding to the measured e mittan ces give n in table 2.
Thus, using the standard s tati stical formulas, one may co nclud e wi th 95 perce nt co nfidence th at the value s li sted in thi s table at 2 I.t are within Ll = t . ~ = 2. 052 0.00427 0.00358 = 0.004 (5) yr;;p V6 of the true average values (for these three specimen s)
. ~ Th,e. values ,of S~ £O,f zi rconia are abnormally high because of the extreme structural mstabilu y of thIS matenal (see sec. 6.2c). For thi s reason the zi rco ni a da ta were omitt ed from thi s particular analys is. that would be obtained if an infinite number of meas· !:!.re ments were made. In th e foregoing expression ,_ Sw is th e pooled estimate of th e standard d eviation du e to random meas ure ment errors, and th e value of to.975 was obtained from reference [17] for the case of 9 X 3 = 27 deg of freedom .
Estimated Accuracy
An estimate of the accuracy of meas ure me nts mad e with th e rotating·cylinder equipment on nonme tals can be obtained by considering both types of error; i. e., those that cause a bias and those that ca use ran· dom errors. Let us now assume one of the wors t co ndition s from the accuracy standpoint; i. e., dat a at 2 I.t ta ken at 1200 oK. Error from extraneous radiation would certainly not exceed + 0 .02 in e mittan ce.
T e mperature un certainties would contribute ± 0.008 as a maximum while random e rror of meas ure me nt will be on th e ord er of ± 0.004 (see sec. 5.4). Thus, the true values of emittance at 2 I.t and 1200 O K for the particular speci me ns meas ured might be as much as 0.032 lower or 0.01 2 higher than those listed in ta ble 2.
The un certainty in th e li s ted valu es co uld , of co urse, be de creased to ± 0.01 2 if the d ata were corrected for the extran eo us radi a tion that en te red the s pecim e n beam. However, as me nti oned earli er, th e uncer· tainti es as to the exact magnitud e of this error were too great to justify thi s procedure.
. Measurements on Polycrystalline Oxide Specimens
.1. Description of Specimens
The ceramic oxide sp ecim e ns were obtain ed co m· mercially. They consis ted of hollow cylinders I l hs·in hi gh an d Ph2·in o. d. with a wall thi ckn ess of 3hs·in, althou gh wall thi c kn ess of 5hs·in were also furnished. All s pecimens were cylindrical to ± 0.002 in . The outer s urfaces were smooth but not polished.
The sintering treatment for all specimens was 27 hr at 1865 oK. Chemical analyses of the raw materials, as provided by the manufacturer, are shown in table l. The measured porosity of the alumina specimens was about 30 percent; of the thoria 13 percent; of the magnesia 30 percent, and of t he zirconia 20 percent. All are given as percentage by volu me. Grain sizes were not measured.
No attempts were made to characterize the surface finish of the specimens since it was found that rough· ening the initially smooth surface of an alumina speci· men by grit blasting had no measurable effec t on emit· tance in the 1 to 15 I.t range. This obse rvation is in agreement with the recent results of Gannon and Linder [18] as well as those r eported by Cox [19] . Also , it agrees with the predictions made rece ntly by Richmond as a result of a theore tical analysis of the possible effects of surface roughness on the thermal radiation properties of nonmetals [20] . a Also, 0.02 pereenl Na20. b Also, trace amounts of the oxides of phosphorus, iron, and the rare earths as well as a minor amount of alkali ox ides which was expressed in the anal ysis as 0.10 percent of combined Na, K, and Li.
. Results and Discussion
a. Spectral Emittance Data
Results of measurements on the four oxide materials are given in table 2 and in figures 10, 11, 12, and 13.
In each case the values listed or plotted are the aver· ages of six determinations, two each on three speci· mens, taken at 0.5 f.L intervals over the 1 to 15 f.L range. The small dip in the magnesia curve ( fig. 12 ) at 6.4 f.L was observed for all specimens at all three temperatures.
b. Statistical Scatter af Data
The statistical scatter of the data at 1200, 1400, and 1600 O K is listed in tables 3 and 4. The sample esti· mate of the standard d e viation due to error of measure· ment, S w (i.e., due to differe nces within speci me ns), was computed from the expression given below [21] .
where x is an individual measurement, XI is the ave rage of n measurements on one specimen, and p is the number of specimens. For data in this report , n = 2, p = 3, and Sw corresponds to (n -l)p = 3 deg of freedom.
A sample es timate of the overall standard deviation due to differen ces in specimens and random errors of measurement Sy was also computed. The expression used for thi s co mputation was (7) where x is the overall average of the n X p measurements, n each on p s pecimens. Sf corres ponds to p -1 = 2 deg of freedom. One co uld , if it were desired, use the values of Sx given in table 4 to set up a confidence interval for the true m ean of the e ntire population of specimens similar to those described Curve re presents ave rage from six determination s; t wo each on three specim ens. In this report. Also, it is inter es ting to note that the two standard deviation s are related in the following way
where Sb is the sample estimate of th e standard d eviation due to differences between s pecim ens.
As shown in table 3, the values of Sw fall in the range 0.001 to 0.021 and are largely independent of temperature. Their magnitude, however , is a fun ction of wavelength, the values being ap preciably lar ger at the s hort wavelengths than at the lon g. Th e values of Sx, on the other hand , are less well be haved due to the manner in which th ey de pe nd upon differences between specimens. For example, the average value of Sx is about 0.008 in the wavelength r egion 1 to 6 JJ- for the alumina, magnesia, and zirconia specimens, but for thoria the average is approximately 0.041 over this same region. Visual examina tion of the thoria specimens revealed that one of the three' (T -10) was darker in color than the other two. This was the same specimen that yielded high emittance in the short wavelength regions. For example, at 2 IL the average emittances from the two dete rminations on the three thoria speci mens were as follows : The first s hipm e nt of zirconia specimens showed poor reproducibility of the emittance c urves for repeated determinations on the same s pecimen. Since the degree of reproducibility seemed to be associated with the tim e of testing at 1600 O K, a series of hourly measurements was made on a zirconia specimen maintained at that temperature. The e mittances were found to progressively in crease at the short wavele ngths and progressively decrease at the longe r wavelengths . The observed changes after 41f2 hr at 1600 O K are shown in figure 15 . X-ray diffraction patterns made before and after the 1600 O K treatment showed that the zirconia had become partially des tabilized. Before testing , the c rystal structure was primarily c ubic; howe ver , afte r 5 hr at 1600 O K, the percentage of the monoclinic form had increased by a factor of about three . . Thus, although calcium oxide had been added to the zirconia to "stabilize" it as a c ubic solid-solution crystal [22] , the degree of s tabilization actually achieved was inadeq uate. A la te r shipment of zirconia showed less significan t c hanges in e mittance after a similar tes t at 1600 oK. The data reported in the tables were ob tain ed with zirconia specimens from the latter s hipme nt. Later shipment did not s how thi s behavior.
d. Effect of Temperature on Emittance
Inspection of table 2 shows that the emittance of all four materials increases with increasing temperature. As shown in table 5 the magnitude of the increase is much less at the longer wavelengths, where the emittances are high, than at shorter wavelengths where the emittances are low. In fact , in a few cases at the long wavelengths no measurable change was observed, and for three cases in table 5 a small negative coefficient is reported, although these negative values are not believed to be real. So me metals have been s·hown to have a negative te mperature coefficie nt of spectral e mittance in the very short wav elen gth regions and a positive coefficie nt a t the longer wavele ngth s [23] . T his means t hat a "crossover " or "x-point" exists in th e e mittanc e c urves , an d at the wavele ngth of this " x-point" the spect ral e mittance is inde pe nde nt of te mpe rature .
Comparison of the rot ating-cylinder data for a platinu m-13 pe rcent rhodium alloy with ot her types of measure ments made in the same laboratory by ot he r me th ods [13 , 24, 25 ] strongly suggests that a n "xpoin t" e xists for this alloy also. This comparison is shown in figure 16 .
No such crossover points wer e obser ved for th e oxide speci mens in t he partic ular wavele ngth and te mperature ran ges ,investigated. At the long wavelengths the temperature depende nce appr oac hes zero but since the e mittances in this region are already above 0.90, it would obviously be impossible for the emittances to increase by any appreciable extent with tempe rature.
Fi g ures 17 a nd 18 compare the c hanges in e mittance with temperature obtained by the rotating-cylinder with those re ported by other investigators [7, 26, 27 , and 28]. The agreement be tween the re ported values is' better at 10.0 IL than at 2.0 IL . At both wavele ngths, howe ver , the trend is toward positive coefficients. Fo r thi s relati vely narrow temperature range the da ta points obtained from the pre se nt meas ure me nts are roughly lin ear with te m per ature . This relationship can not be expec ted to a ppl y in ge neral. In fact, it does not eve n exte nd down ward to roo m temperature as in di cated by th e c urves plotted in fi g ure 19 . Th e roo m-tempe rature (300 O K) points we re compute d from reflectance me asure ments made with an e llipsoidal r e fl ec to me ter that meas ures a bs olu te re fl ec tance of sp ecime ns irrespective of whe ther they are spec ular, diffuse, or only partially diffu se in their refl ection behavior [24] . The s peci me ns were prepare d with the same mate rials and processing use d for the c ylinders. Since the me asure me nts were made under near-normal illumination and he misph eri cal vi ewing, the re fl ec- De term inations by all t hree me th ods were mad e in air on specim e ns t hat had been hea ted for I hr at 1850 O K prior to measu re me nt.
tances can , in accordan ce with Ki rc hhoff' s law, be conve rted to s pec tral normal e mittance by s ub trac ti ng th e r e Aectan ces from unity. T he fact tha t th e points computed from th e room-te m perature re Aec ta nces fall reasona bly well in lin e with the rota ting-c ylinde r points te nd s to le nd crede nce to bo th se ts of data.
e . Comments on Use of Data for Hea t Transfer Computations
In the pas t ma n y heat transfer computation s have been mad e with th e assumption tha t th e s pectral e mittan ce does not c h a nge greatly with te mperature . The presen t results indi cate th a t this is not a s afe as s umption for the polycr ys tallin e oxide mate rials. Thoria , for exa mple, show s almost a fourfold increase in e mittance a t 2 IL w he n the te mpe rature is raise d from 300 to 1600 oK. Man y more data of this type on te mper atur e de pe nd ence are need ed before comple tely reliable heat tr an sfer a nalyses will b e possible. T e mperat ure dependence data for both me tals and n onme tals below room te mpera ture are practically nonexistent and e mittance data suitable for computing te mpe rature coeffi cients are notably absen t. The reflectance approach has been suggested as a mean s of obtaining these data because of its pote ntially greater acc uracy [ 13 , 24] . Muc h c an be said for thi s approac h at low te mperatures, but at high te mperatures diffic ulties can be expec ted because of noise in the sign al cause d by the high bac kground of r adia nt Aux tha t is emitte d fro m the s pecimen . T he refore , it see ms likely that at tem peratures above about 1200 O K, di rect measure me nts of e mittance will co ntinue to provide the most reliable d ata.
The e mittan ces presented in the tables and fi gures of this re port are for specimen s of the co mpositions and struc tures outlined in sec ti on 6.1. S pecim ens prepared by differe nt processing from ma terials of differ ent purity, or from mate rials with differe nt types of impurities , would be expected to s how somewhat (~ (28) ....
~ (7~
(28) (27) ALUMINA THORIA ----e:fo Ope n circles are rotating specimen data : closed circl es were compu ted from refl ectance d ata measured wi th eUi pso ida l mirror refl ectomete r (reference 24). different e mitta nces, especialJ y in the short wavele ngth region. F or thi s reason, th e e mittances as re ported herein should not be take n as the e mittan ce of all alumina , thoria , magnesia, or zirco nia mate rials. The only me thod that will defin e the th ermal radiati on properties of a ny give n en gineerin g ma teri al is actual m eas ure ment by a reliable technique.
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T e mperature gradie nts will normally exist in oxid e parts used in e ngineerin g applications inas muc h as th ese parts are us ually heated in suc h a way that on e or more of the s urfaces is free to radi a te to ambi ent. Emittances meas ured for a s pecime n with no te mperature gradi e nts could of co urse be used fo r heat transfe r calc ul ati ons for s uc h parts if the gradi ents were s mall. In those cases wh ere th e gradi ents are lar ge, however , th e e mitta nces de ter min ed for isoth erm al s pecim ens s hould b e used with cautio n because of the sizabl e c ha nges of E llA with te mperature th a t occ ur in so me wavele ngth regions (table 3) . The chan ges observed in nor m al s pec tral e mitta nce, EnA , with both wavele ngth and. te mpera ture undoubtedly re Rect c ha nges that are occ urrin g in the optical properti es of the materials. Rece ntly Gr yv nak and Burc h [29] measured th e absorption coeffi cie nt of single crys tal alumin a (sapphire) fr om room-temperature to th e melting point. Fi gure 20 is co pied from their data . It will be noted that the absorption coefficient of sapphire in c re ases with in creasing te m- perature and that the temperature dependence is greater at the shorter than at the longer wavelengths.
The temperature dependence of emittance shows a somewhat similar be havior (table 3) . This similarity is to be expected since, from a reflectance analogy, as absorption within the material increases the amount of the incident energy that emerges from the surface as reflected energy decreases. Therefore, the reflect~nce will decrease with increasing absorption coefficient, and the emittance will increase. Figure 20 shows a dip in the absorption coefficientwavelength curves in the range 1 to 3 /1-. As shown in figure 10 , a slight dip was also found when EnX, for the polycrystalline alumina, was plotted against wavelength. This dip, however, was not as pronounced for alumina as it was for magnesia ( fig. 12) , and zirconia ( fig. 13 ).
Summary
Equipment is described for measurement of the normal spectral emittance of polycrystalline ceramics in the temperature range 1200-1600 oK. Specimens consisted of hollow cylinders that were rotated at 100 rpm in a furnace enclosure before a water-cooled viewing port.
Various sources of error were in vestigated_ The major source was determined to be furnace radiation that was reflected and/or scattered by the specimen into the specimen beam. At 2 /1-and 1200 oK, this effect could cause measured values of emittance to be as much as + 0.02 higher than the true value. Temperature uncertainties would contribute ± 0.008 as a maximum while the random error of measurement will be on the order of ± 0.004. Thus, the true values of emittance at 2 {L and 1200 oK for the particular specimens measured might be as much as 0.032 lower or 0.012 higher than the reported values.
Measurements were made on commercially pure, polycrystalline specimens of alumina, thoria, magnesia, and zirconia. All showed similar behavior in that the emittance was low in the shorter wavelength regions and high at the longer wavelengths_ Over the temperature range investigated the temperature coefficients of spectral emittance were positive for all four materials. The coefficients, however, varied with the material, those for thoria being muc h higher than for the other three. In all cases coefficients were greater at short wavelengths than at long. The data were s hown to be consistent with those obtained by several other measurement methods and in the case of alumina, the data were consistent with recently reported absorption coeffi cients for sapphire. Temperature coefficients appeared plausible on the basis of room-temperature reflectance measurements made on the same materials.
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Appendix A. Analysis of Error Caused by Nonisothermal Blackbody Furnace
Consider a cylindrical blac kbody furnace cavity, whose back wall is maintained at 1200 oK and whose sides are at 1225 oK. Further, assume that the cavity is cons tructed of an o paque mate rial with an e mittance EA of 0.50 at all wavele ngths. As a first approximation, the energy radiate d alon g the axi s of the cavity will consist of two compone nts, an e mitted component, EAW ( Tb is the temperature of the bac k wall, a nd Ts is the te mpe rature of the sides . Sin ce the re fl ec tance of the back wall will be P I. = 1 -EA, its r efl ectan ce will be 0.50. One can th en write fo r the e nergy distribution of radiant flux , WI. When an optical pyrome te r is sighted on the furn ace opening, as was done in the present me asure me nts, the indicated temperature, T', at A = 0.65 }.t is assumed to be that of a perfec t blackbody. The blackbody furnaces used in this investigation had gradien ts less severe than those assumed in the calculation , and the emitta nce of the actual cavity walls is significantly higher than 0.50. T hus, the energy radiated along the axis of the laboratory furnaces should even more closely approximate blac kbod y radiation. At higher temperatures, 1400 a nd 1600 oK, the P lanck Function W(A , T ) is less sensitive to temperature differe nces, and the measured gradients are smaller, so that the errors will be even less significant than a t 1200 oK. 
